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Yahgee Modular House Co., Ltd. was established in 2001, with China Nanshan Development (Group) Incorporation as the
majority shareholder, and is the subsidiary enterprise of China Merchants Group. The headquarters is located in Shenzhen
with a number of branch companies across China, including Hongkong, Dongguan, Changshu, Foshan, Langfang, Suzhou,
Chengdu, Xi’an and Wuhan. Yahgee is always devoting to the development and operation of the prefabricated buildings.
Yahgee has developed 7 series of products, including Tetris Space, Yahgee Domus, Easy House, Flat-Pack, Special Container,
PreKiT and Yahgee Accessories. Yahgee is the leading company of modular buildings in China.

 

Yahgee is the first listed company with manufacture and operation of the prefabricated building as its main business in China.
Former stock symbol ‘Yahgee Group’ has been changed to ‘Nanshan Holding’ after restructuring, stock code remains 002314.

Yahgee is one of the most leading companies in prefab industry in China with the research and development as the core part.
Yahgee has more than 100 architects, engineers and designers, including 20 senior engineers.

Yahgee values the innovations of product and technology. There are over 90 national patents titled to Yahgee, including 4
patents of invention. Yahgee’s contributions in improvement of prefabricated building technology are highly honored. Over the
years, Yahgee has been cooperating with a number of higher education institutes and scientific research institutions, including
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Harbin Institute of Technology, Postgraduate College of Shenzhen University, Sichuan
Fire Research Institute of Ministry of Public Security and etc. to generate the new ideas and carry out the projects.

In June 2016, Yahgee Prefabricated Building Design Institute was established. This marks the new era of Yahgee based on the
renovated organizational structure has begun.

As the new high-tech enterprise, Yahgee has 6 production bases across china. The annual production capacity of all different
types of prefabricated building is over 10 million square meters.

Yahgee’s marketing and service network covers the main cities of prefecture level and above of China to provide professional
and efficient solutions and services to our customers.

Yahgee also has professional international sales with technician departments set up for both mega factories, with the
advantages of deliver products out from all major ports of China. Yahgee’s products, including modular buildings, flat-pack,
panelized houses, are widely delivered to almost 70 countries and regions of the world.



The standard management is a key point in Yahgee’s development. Yahgee has the normative management structure and
information-based operation workflow set up through the Enterprise Resource Planning system. Our company is also certified
with the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications.

Yahgee’s business philosophy is based on 3 aspects – the high distinction is casted by quality; the brand value is promoted by
services; and the clients are to be satisfied by efficient management.

Yahgee, the leading company of modular buildings in China.

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/changshu-yahgee-modular-building-co-ltd-changshu-city-109
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